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Feedback:

“You were brilliant!   I found you
very knowledgeable and very easy
to talk to.   Once again, I cannot
praise you enough for the way you
handled things this morning both
with me and XXXXX, and with
District Judge Ellery.  From a very
grateful client.  ”

Lay Client
Public Access

Nicholas Wright (2007)
Barrister

Introduction:

Nick says quite clearly “I guarantee you will be satisfied with my
service. See my feedback!”

Nick Wright is one of the most approachable, client focused, and easy
to deal with barristers you will ever instruct. Nick has made this his
trademark since he qualified in 2007. Located in the Midlands, Nick
can travel anywhere in England & Wales and is very happy to do so.

 

Landlord & Tenant

Nick specialises in Landlord and Tenant matters acting for both
Tenants and Landlords. Nick is happy have a chat to give informal
advice, draft papers or attend hearings nationside. Nick is happy to
conduct training in these niche areas of law.

 

Housing Disrepair

Nick specialises in housing disrepair. He has assisted colleagues in
providing extensive training courses. Nick has experiece of drafting
pleadings, advising on prospects and representation at hearings. Nick
is happy to undertake these on a CFA.

Nick is also happy to consider cases on a CFA which other Counsel
may decline.

 

Cavity Wall

Nick has a keen focus on Cavity Wall claims. From drafting an intial
advice, particualrs of claim, conferences with client or expert through
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to the trial, Nick is keen to get involved at all stages of the process.
Nick is happy travelling nationally for a conference either at a clients
home address or instructing Solicitors. Nick has specialst knowledge
of these type of claims and is on several panels within Clerksroom.

 

Costs

Nick is a specialist in terms of costs hearings. Whether it is a Costs
Case Management Conference or a detailed Costs hearing, Nick is
always has a thorough knowledge of the issues and will fight hard to
secure the best award for the client.

 

Very experienced in:

Road Traffic - RTA (With Personal Injury)

Land & Property - Housing Disrepair

Consumer Rights Act - Mis-selling claims (PPI, Cavity Wall Insulation)

Personal:

Personal & Future Aspirations

When he’s not at work Nick is a volunteer on the Severn Valley
Railway, which is a preserved heritage railway. Nick is very interested
in, and devotes a lot of spare time in researching, the law relating to
the railway industry.  Disputes surrounding The Rule Book and related
RAIB bulletins and investigations are of particular interest. If your work
takes you to this specific area of law, Nick would very much like to
come and talk to you.

Nick is accredited by the Professional Association of Diving Instructors
as a Master Instructor, has completed in excess of 5000 dives all over
the world, and has certified over 250 students. The law surrounding
SCUBA diving is therefore also of great interest for Nick and he would
love to expand his practice in this area.

Nick is also a member of the Magic Circle and regularly attends events
and seminars nationally, as well as having a bee apiary in his back
garden!

Nick also flies his own Piper-PA28 aircraft. He has a night and
instrument (r) rating.
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